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EXSYMOL Official Partner of OceanoScientific Expeditions
Monaco - Wednesday, January 19, 2022 - The Monegasque Company EXSYMOL,
represented by its Chairman, Pierre Bondon, is committed alongside explorer navigator
Yvan Griboval as part of the next OceanoScientific Expeditions. The dual purpose will be to
safeguard the genetic heritage of marine organisms from coral reefs that have been little
or not explored, in particular for the purposes of virtuous exploitation by biomimicry
(copying Nature) for the benefit of Science, Health and Well-being; but also the
mobilization of young people in their cycle of studies to make them aware of sea trades
and to encourage them to RESPECT and LOVE the Ocean.
EXSYMOL, created in Monaco in 1972, is a " Creator and producer of active ingredients"
which designs innovative and effective active solutions with a high naturalness index to
offer products (ingredients) inspired by Nature, respectful of it, in more than forty
countries. Its success with the largest cosmetics companies is based on understanding the
needs of the skin and its ability to provide cosmetic solutions with pharmaceutical rigor.
EXSYMOL's specialty is based on ingredients derived from a technology relating to
bioactive silicon: Silanols.
Following the signature of this contract, Pierre Bondon declared: " To be delighted to take
part in this adventure. Beyond the strong personal attraction for the sea, I am convinced
that the future will go through a better knowledge of the Ocean as well as increased
respect for this environment essential to life on Earth. The missions of raising awareness
of the protection of the Ocean, and research of scientific data of the OceanoScientific
Expeditions correspond perfectly to the DNA of EXSYMOL."
Director of OceanoScientific Expeditions and President of the OceanoScientific associations,
Yvan Griboval was delighted " to take on board with us a Monegasque company which
bases its activity and its development on active principles derived from Nature and in
respect for it. Preserving the Ocean and its biodiversity for future generations means being
able to virtuously marry Ecology and Economy, where Man is content with his rightful place
in Nature, with humility. EXSYMOL is sincere in its societal and environmental
commitments. We therefore are proud to have EXSYMOL by our side in these new
philanthropic expeditions in the service of Science, for Humanity. See you at the end of
March for a first campaign, departing from the Yacht Club of Monaco."
Photo caption: Both Members of the Yacht Club of Monaco, Pierre Bondon (on the left) and Yvan
Griboval have chosen a salon of this prestigious Club, whose OceanoScientific Explorers flie the
burgee, to officially contract.
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